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The Seance
When her grandfather, the owner of a haunted Savannah tavern built in the 1750s,
is murdered, Abigail works with Agent Malachi Gordon, a member of the FBI's
paranormal investigation unit, to solve the murder.

Harrison Investigation Series Volume 1
New York Times bestselling author Katherine Arden returns with another creepy,
spine-tingling adventure in this follow-up to the critically acclaimed Small Spaces.
Now in paperback. Having survived sinister scarecrows and the malevolent smiling
man in Small Spaces, newly minted best friends Ollie, Coco, and Brian are ready to
spend a relaxing winter break skiing together with their parents at Mount Hemlock
Resort. But when a snowstorm sets in, causing the power to flicker out and the cold
to creep closer and closer, the three are forced to settle for hot chocolate and
board games by the fire. Ollie, Coco, and Brian are determined to make the best of
being snowed in, but odd things keep happening. Coco is convinced she has seen a
ghost, and Ollie is having nightmares about frostbitten girls pleading for help. Then
Mr. Voland, a mysterious ghost hunter, arrives in the midst of the storm to
investigate the hauntings at Hemlock Lodge. Ollie, Coco, and Brian want to trust
him, but Ollie's watch, which once saved them from the smiling man, has a new
cautionary message: BEWARE. With Mr. Voland's help, Ollie, Coco, and Brian reach
out to the dead voices at Mount Hemlock. Maybe the ghosts need their help--or
maybe not all ghosts can or should be trusted. Dead Voices is a terrifying follow-up
to Small Spaces with thrills and chills galore and the captive foreboding of a classic
ghost story.

Creatus
Rediscover the thrills and chills of this classic paranormal romantic suspense, book
2 in the Harrison Investigation series, by the queen of the genre, New York Times
bestselling author Heather Graham. Nikki DuMonde’s newest employee is standing
at the end of her bed at four o’clock in the morning begging for help. It’s a joke,
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right? Besides, as manager of a successful New Orleans haunted-tour company,
Nikki doesn’t scare easily. But in the light of day, harsh reality sets in as a police
officer informs her that Andy was brutally murdered—at the exact time Nikki
swears the distraught woman was in her room. No one believes her except for
Brent Blackhawk, a paranormal investigator desperately trying to forget his tragic
past. Half Irish, half Lakota—and able to communicate with the dead—Brent is used
to living in two worlds. But when he realizes the ghost of a slain government agent
is also trying to reach out to Nikki, he knows that she, too, must listen to the
dead…if she wants to keep living. Originally published in 2005

The Séance
Matt Stone doesn't believe in ghosts. But there are those who are convinced his
home, a historic Virginia estate that dates back to the Revolutionary War, is
haunted. Pressured to get at the truth about some strange happenings at Melody
House, he agrees to let Harrison Investigations explore the house. But he isn't
ready for beautiful, intriguing Darcy Tremayne. As a paranormal investigator,
Darcy has learned to believe in the unbelievable. And she's given Matt fair
warning: sometimes people don't like the skeletons she finds. She never dreamed
that warning would apply to herself. For she's about to discover that Melody House
holds much more than a simple mystery from the distant past. What it holds is a
very real and lethal danger, one that will cast her into a struggle against the worlds
of both the living and the dead.

This Is How I Lied
THE TRUTH IS SCARIER THAN FICTION Keri Wolf has joined the crew of The
Seekers, a show that searches for paranormal phenomena, as they explore a
supposedly haunted old inn on the road between Philadelphia and Harrisburg. The
place is famous for its warm welcome—and infamous for being the site of an ax
murder rampage in the 1920s. They’ve barely begun when a very real dead body
is discovered in the basement. As a nonfiction author, Keri is supposed to be the
rational one, but she can’t explain a terrifying apparition that seems to be both a
threat and a warning. Former detective Joe Dunhill knows what she’s going
through—the strange gift of being able to see and talk to the dead is a struggle he
shares. A new member of the FBI’s Krewe of Hunters, he’s on the team
investigating the disturbing death. The town is steeped in old-fashioned
superstition, and the deeper Joe and Keri plunge into the dark secrets of the inn,
the closer they get to a devastating truth. Will a bloody history be repeated? Or
can the spirits of the past reach out to stop a killer?

The Uninvited
Her wild spirit made him crave her Her firebrand—hair blazed as glorious as a
sunrise. Her long limbs promised the sweet mysteries of the night. Rhiannon, King
Alfred’s favorite niece, was enraged when her uncle sealed an alliance of war by
pledging her to Eric, the towering golden-haired prince whose blue eyes
penetrated her with a glacial stare. But the more she fought the marriage . . . the
man . . . the more she became inflamed by the fire that lay beneath his Viking ice.
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His passion pierced her heart His broad shoulders as hard as the steel of his sword,
Eric bowed to no man. The only battle he feared losing was with Rhiannon. For she
had reached into the savage recesses of his heart. No campaign on the field, no
treason from within, would he fight as fiercely–or with such desire . . . as the war
he waged to possess what was his. From the Paperback edition.

Haunted Destiny
Buried alive… As a teenager, Vickie Preston survived an attack by a serial killer.
That was the first time she saw a ghost. Now the city of Boston is being
terrorized—someone is kidnapping women and burying them alive, but cruelly
leaving a glimmer of hope for the authorities by sending a clue about their
location. Vickie is pulled into the investigation when her name is mentioned in one
of the notes. And as a historian, she has the knowledge to help uncover the graves
the killer known as the Undertaker is choosing. But she also has another unique
lead: the spirit of one of the victims is appearing to her in dreams. Special Agent
Griffin Pryce is on the case for the Krewe of Hunters, the FBI’s special unit for
paranormal investigators. He feels particularly protective of Vickie, since their
shared past is connected to the threat that currently surrounds them. With the
killer accelerating his plans, time is running out for more victims hidden around the
city. Vickie is becoming closer with Griffin, but she’s getting too close to the
danger, and every breath could be her last.

Diary of the White Witch
"I've loved every one of Susanna's books! She has bedrock research and a
butterfly's delicate touch with characters—a sure recipe for historical fiction that
sucks you in and won't let go!"—DIANA GABALDON, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Outlander From New York Times & USA Today bestselling author Susanna
Kearsley—A magical novel that blends history, forbidden romance and the
paranormal Secrets aren't such easy things to keep: It's late summer in 1759, war
is raging, and families are torn apart by divided loyalties and deadly secrets. In this
complex and dangerous time, a young French-Canadian lieutenant is captured and
billeted with a Long Island family, an unwilling and unwelcome guest. As he begins
to pitch in with the never-ending household tasks and farm chores, Jean-Philippe
de Sabran finds himself drawn to Lydia, the daughter of the house. Slowly, Lydia
Wilde discovers that Jean-Philippe is a true soldier and gentleman, until their lives
become inextricably intertwined. Legend has it that the forbidden love between
Jean-Philippe and Lydia ended tragically, but centuries later, the clues they left
behind reveal the true story. Susanna Kearsley's books combine the magic of
Deborah Harkness's All Souls Trilogy, the remarkable women of Lucinda Riley's
Seven Sisters Series, and the intrigue of books by Simone St. James. Part history,
part romance, and all kinds of magic, Susanna Kearsley's latest masterpiece will
draw you in and never let you go, even long after you've turned the last page. Also
by Susanna Kearsley: The Winter Sea The Rose Garden Mariana The Shadowy
Horses The Firebird The Splendour Falls Season of Storms A Desperate Fortune
Named of the Dragon

Heart Thief
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Classic paranormal romantic suspense from the queen of the genre! Rediscover
this thrilling world where the dead can speak, only from New York Times
bestselling author Heather Graham. When Deep Down Salvage begins the hunt for
the Josephine Marie, it seems like any other dive…until Genevieve Wallace sees
the vision of a dead woman in the water, her vacant eyes boring into Genevieve’s
very soul. Terrified and confused by what she saw, Genevieve is haunted by the
memory, but no one—including her diving partner Thor Thompson—believes her.
When a dead woman washes up on shore, everyone assumes this is Genevieve’s
“vision,” but Genevieve knows the truth: the dead woman is not the ghost she saw
but another victim of the same brutal killer. Sensing that the threat of death is
coming closer, she and Thor are forced to acknowledge that some things can’t be
explained, but simply are. Somehow they have to link a violent past with a presentday mystery or risk losing themselves in an abyss of terror. Originally published in
2006

Gabriel's Fate
Two almost-exes battle sharks, saboteurs, and treacherous desire when they
become caught up in a dangerous search for a legendary shipwreck Salvage diver
Roc Trellyn has just hauled up the biggest catch of his career. But the creature in
his net isn’t a prize fish—or a mermaid. It’s Melinda Davenport, his ex-wife. Except
they’re still married—just a little glitch they both seem to have overlooked. What is
she doing on the high seas? Has she come to spy and make sure she gets her cut
of the bounty? It’s been three years since Melinda last laid eyes on Roc. She
thought they were divorced. Her mistake. A bigger blunder would be to let the
gorgeous hunk seduce her again. After Roc walked out, she swore she’d hate him
forever. Now she’s his prisoner aboard the Crystal Lee, assailed by treacherous
memories of sensual nights in his arms on the open seas. And now the hunt is on
for a legendary Spanish ship that went down somewhere between the Florida Keys
and the Bahamas . . . until passion reignites, giving Melinda and Roc a second shot
at a love that just might be the true treasure. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Heather Graham, including rare photos from the author’s personal
collection.

Harrison Investigation Series Volume 2
Before the Krewe of Hunters, there was Harrison Investigations. Together for the
first time in one value box set, three stories of romantic suspense tinged with
ghosts and mystery, only from New York Times bestselling author Heather Graham.
The Presence Toni MacNally buys a run-down Scottish castle to turn it into a tourist
destination, completed by inventing the perfect story about the ghost of the
imaginary laird Bruce MacNiall. Then someone arrives claiming to actually be Laird
MacNiall—a tall, dark, formidable Scot. Around the same time, the bodies of young
women are being found in the nearby town. Toni’s sinister, lifelike dreams suggest
the impostor is connected to the recent deaths. Bruce claims he wants to help
catch the murderer. But even if she wants to, can Toni trust him…when her visions
seem to suggest the tempting laird might be the murderer? The Séance A chill falls
over Christina Hardy’s housewarming party when talk turns to a recent murder
that has all the hallmarks of the so-called ÔInterstate Killer’ murders from fifteen
years before. To lighten the mood, the guests drag out an old Ouija board for a
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little spooky fun—and that’s when things become truly terrifying. Cop-turned-writer
Jed Braden is skeptical of Christina’s ghostly encounters, but his police sources
confirm all the intimate details of the case—her otherworldly source is reliable, and
the body count is growing. The spirits are right. The Interstate Killer is still out
there, and Christina’s life is hanging in the balance between this world and the
next. Nightwalker One night, desperate for money to support her grandfather,
Jessy Sparhawk places the bet that will change her life forever. Just as she’s
collecting her winnings, a man stumbles through the crowd, a knife protruding
from his back, and crashes into her, pinning her to the table. Hired to investigate
the murder, private detective Dillon Wolf finds himself fascinated by the gorgeous
redhead who’d been trapped beneath the victim—and by the single word the dying
man had whispered in her ear. Indigo. One murder leads to another as Dillon and
Jessy realize that the nightmare is only just beginning—and that the dead still have
a hand left to play.

Dead Voices
Derrick's desire to save one human girl will ignite a war For four thousand years,
creatus have concealed themselves from the humans who hunted them almost to
extinction. Unwittingly, one creatus will endanger them all As with most of his
family, Derrick Ashton knows his future and what position he's destined to fill
within his unique society. Everything changes, however, when he breaks one of his
family's strictest laws and falls in love -- with a human. In his quest to protect the
woman he can never have, a twist of fate propels him into a new role that will
cause dissension among his family and endanger the anonymity that they've spent
thousands of years protecting. Now, he will risk everything to save the girl from
humans and his own kind. The one thing he can't save her from, howeveris herself.
The Creatus series is not your normal paranormal storyit's a realistic supernatural
romantic suspense based on the myths you've heard your entire life. Prepare to
believe Editorial Reviews: ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "This story is completely unique, and is definitely
not generic sex and vampires. In fact, I think Creatus will redefine the paranormal
genre. Creatus has intrigue, suspense, romance, and tremendous depth." -- Quiet
Fury Books ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "This book could easily classify itself as romance / mystery /
suspense / thriller I'm not a big Twilight fan, but I did enjoy the first movie I found
Creatus reminding me somewhat of Twilight, but with actors I loved." -- New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author Linda S. Prather ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ "well written,
compassionately told, and creates characters that make you want to know them
better. It is the foundation for a great series, and I believe it will be quite popular."
-- Sweet Mystery Books. Bonus Material! This special-edition boxed set includes the
prequel, Creatus (They Exist), Creatus (Book One), and a sneak peek at Creatus
Rogue.

Darkest Journey
Plunge into danger with this classic paranormal romantic suspense from the queen
of the genre, New York Times bestselling author Heather Graham. A chill falls over
Christina Hardy’s housewarming party when talk turns to a recent murder that has
all the hallmarks of the so-called ÔInterstate Killer’ murders from fifteen years
before. To lighten the mood, the guests drag out an old Ouija board for a little
spooky fun—and that’s when things become truly terrifying. Summoned by the
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Ouija board, the restless spirit of Beau Kidd, the lead detective—and chief
suspect—on the original case, seeks Christina’s help: the latest killing isn’t a
copycat crime, and he wants his name cleared. Back in the real world, cop-turnedwriter Jed Braden is skeptical of Christina’s ghostly encounters, but his police
sources confirm all the intimate details of the case—her otherworldly source is
reliable, and the body count is growing. The spirits are right. The Interstate Killer is
still out there, and Christina’s life is hanging in the balance between this world and
the next. Originally published in 2007

Bellewether
Genevieve O'Brien knows all about nightmares. She survived for two months as the
prisoner of a deranged killer. Now a new menace is stalking the streets of New
York. The media are buzzing about the Poe Killings, a string of homicides mirroring
the author's macabre stories. Almost without exception, the victims have been
members of a literary society devoted to the master of crime fi ction-and
Genevieve's own mother may be next. Spooked by the bizarre slayings, Genevieve
turns to P.I. Joe Connolly, her rescuer, her friend and…? She wants him to be much
more, but he's been avoiding her since her ordeal, and she can't seem to get close
to him. Joe isn't sure there even is a case. But as the body count rises and their
investigation leads them miles from Manhattan, he has to admit that there's a
twisted new serial killer at work. Even more unsettling is the guidance Joe is
receiving from beyond the grave. People he knows to be dead-his cousin Matt and
Matt's fi ancée, Leslie-are appearing to him, offering new clues and leads, and
warning him of terrible danger ahead. But not even otherworldly intervention can
keep Genevieve and Joe's new nightmare from becoming terrifyingly real-and
putting them squarely in the crosshairs between this world and the next.

The Seekers
Return to the thrilling world of Harrison Investigations. Before the Krewe of
Hunters, there was Adam Harrison’s PI firm. Available for the first time in a value
box set, stories 4 - 6 in the series—classic paranormal romantic suspense from
New York Times bestselling author Heather Graham. The Dead Room A year ago,
archaeologist Leslie MacIntyre barely survived an explosion that took the life of her
fiancé. Since then she’s slowly come to terms with both her loss and an unsettling
ability to communicate with ghosts, a “gift” received in the wake of her brush with
death. Now she’s returned to lower Manhattan, site of the explosion, to investigate
a newly discovered burial ground. In this place restless spirits hold the secrets not
only of past injustice but of a deadly conspiracy against the city’s
women—including Leslie herself. The Death Dealer Genevieve O’Brien’s knows all
about nightmares. She survived two months as a psychopath’s prisoner, and now a
new menace stalks the city. She turns to PI Joe Connolly, her past rescuer, friend
and…hopefully something more, if he would just quit avoiding her. At first Joe isn’t
sure there is a case. But the body count rises, and it’s clear that a twisted killer is
on the loose. Even more unsettling is the guidance he starts receiving from beyond
the grave, warning of some terrible danger ahead. But can even the spirits stay the
hand of a madman bent on murder? Unhallowed Ground When Sarah McKinley is
finally able to buy the historic Florida mansion that she has always loved, she
dismisses the horror stories of past residents vanishing and a long-dead
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housekeeper who practiced black magic. Then, in renovations, she makes a grim
discovery: hidden within the walls are the remains of dozens of bodies—some
dating back over a century. The door to the past is blown wide open when Caleb
Anderson, a private investigator, shows up. He believes several current missingpersons cases are linked to the house and its dark history. Soon Caleb begins to
fear that if he can’t stay a step ahead, he could lose Sarah to a killer with an ability
to transcend time in a quest for blood and sacrifice.

Ghost Shadow
Sleepy Hollow isn't so sleepy anymore… One night, New York FBI agent Aiden
Mahoney receives a visitor in a dream—an old friend named Richard Highsmith.
The very next day he's sent to Sleepy Hollow because Richard's gone missing
there. Maureen—Mo—Deauville now lives in the historic town and works with her
dog, Rollo, to search for missing people. She's actually the one to find Richard…or
more precisely his head, stuck on a statue of the legendary Headless Horseman.
Mo and Aiden, a new member of the Krewe of Hunters, the FBI's unit of paranormal
investigators, explore both past and present events to figure out who betrayed
Richard, who killed him and now wants to kill them, too. As they work together,
they discover that they share an unusual trait—the ability to communicate with the
dead. They also share an attraction that's as intense as it is unexpected…if they
live long enough to enjoy it!

Enthralled
They say it’s about the journey, not the destination… Charlene “Charlie” Moreau is
back in St. Francisville, Louisiana, to work on a movie. One night, she stumbles
across the body of a Civil War reenactor, the second murdered in two days. Charlie
is shocked to learn that her father—a guide on the Journey, a historic paddle
wheeler that’s sponsoring the reenactment—is a suspect. Meanwhile, Ethan
Delaney, new to the FBI’s Krewe of Hunters, is brought in on the case. He and
Charlie have a history of their own, dating back to when he rescued her from a
graveyard—led there by a Confederate ghost! Charlie arranges a Mississippi River
cruise so she and Ethan can get close to the reenactors, find out who knows what,
who has a motive. They discover a lot more as they resume the relationship that
ended ten years ago…but might die, along with them, on the Journey.

Dying Breath
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain
in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
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part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

The Vision
Gudenkauf proves herself the master of the smart, suspenseful small-town thriller
that gets right under your skin.” —Gilly Macmillan, New York Times bestselling
author of The Nanny Everyone has a secret they’ll do anything to hide… Twentyfive years ago, the body of sixteen-year-old Eve Knox was found in the caves near
her home in small-town Grotto, Iowa—discovered by her best friend, Maggie, and
her sister, Nola. There were a handful of suspects, including her boyfriend, Nick,
but without sufficient evidence the case ultimately went cold. For decades Maggie
was haunted by Eve’s death and that horrible night. Now a detective in Grotto, and
seven months pregnant, she is thrust back into the past when a new piece of
evidence surfaces and the case is reopened. As Maggie investigates and
reexamines the clues, secrets about what really happened begin to emerge. But
someone in town knows more than they’re letting on, and they’ll stop at nothing to
keep the truth buried deep. Check out these other riveting novels of suspense by
bestselling author Heather Gudenkauf: The Weight of Silence These Things Hidden
One Breath Away Little Mercies Missing Pieces Not a Sound Before She Was Found

Haunted Places in England
Trapped by a storm and with no way out, Leigh must face the man that she both
despises and desires After the death of her rock star husband, Richard, Leigh
swore off musicians. When Derek, her husband’s best friend, summons her to his
Star Island estate in the Florida Keys, it is with trepidation that she makes the trip.
Leigh and Derek never got along, and their bitterness toward each other has lasted
beyond her husband’s death. When she arrives at Derek’s home, Leigh is stunned
to learn that he wants to complete Richard’s unfinished music. As a tropical storm
hits the Keys, Leigh is stranded with nothing to do but give it a try. But what will
happen when they realize that beneath their mutual distrust lies an abundance of
undiscovered chemistry? This ebook features an illustrated biography of Heather
Graham including rare photos from the author’s personal collection.

Ghost Night
When a murder occurs in Landon Mansion, docent and historian Allison Leigh works
with Agent Tyler Montague to discover if the ghost of British Lord "Butcher"
Bedford has resurfaced or if there is another malevolent force at work.

The Summoning
“A wonderful, gripping mix of passion, exotic, futuristic settings, and edgy
suspense.”—Jayne Castle In HeartMate, Robin D. Owens swept us away to the
planet Celta, where psychic talents are the key to life—and love! Midwest Book
Review predicted that “readers will want Ms. Owens to return to Celta for more
tales.” And the prophesy has come true—with Heart Thief… Ruis Elder never asked
for his unusual trait—the ability to neutralize others’ psychic talent. Because of it,
he has always been hated in his own homeland, destined to roam the harsh planet
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alone. But trouble finds him in front of the ruling Council—and face-to-face with the
most beautiful woman he has ever seen. There’s only one problem: Ailim is on the
opposite side of the bench… Ailim has never before felt such passion coursing
through her as she feels in Ruis’s presence. And she never thought she would—at
least not with a man so far beneath her station, a man who does not even have
psychic powers. But even on the planet Celta, love is blind to such details.
Separately, Ailim and Ruis must forgo their old lives. But together, they can take
on the world…

Unhallowed Ground
Return to where it all started: New Orleans, the birthplace of the Krewe of Hunters,
the FBI’s elite paranormal investigation unit. Rediscover the first case in book 1 of
the New York Times bestselling series, only from Heather Graham. Though haunted
by the recent deaths of two teammates, Jackson Crow knows that it’s the living
who commit the most heinous crimes. As a police officer using her sometimesotherworldly intuition, Angela Hawkins already has her hands full of mystery and
bloodshed. Under the oversight of Adam Harrison, Jackson and Angela will join a
newly formed unit of the FBI, with the extraordinary opportunity to use their
psychic talents. And the first assignment calls to them too strongly to resist. In a
historic mansion in the French Quarter, a senator’s wife falls to her death. Most
think she jumped; some say she was pushed. Yet others believe she was beckoned
by the ghostly spirits inhabiting the house—once the site of a serial killer’s grisly
work. In this seemingly unsolvable case, only one thing is certain: whether
supernatural or all too human, crimes of passion will cast Jackson and Angela
straight into danger. Originally published in 2011

Ghost Walk
The Dead Room
Classic paranormal romantic suspense from the queen of the genre! Rediscover
this thrilling world where the dead can speak, only from New York Times
bestselling author Heather Graham. A year ago, archaeologist Leslie MacIntyre
barely survived the explosion that took the life of her fiancé, Matt Connolly. In the
long months since, she’s slowly come to terms not only with her loss but with her
unsettling new ability to communicate with ghosts, a dubious Ôgift’ received in the
wake of her own brush with death. Now she’s returned to lower Manhattan’s
historic Hastings House, site of the explosion, to conquer her fears and investigate
a newly discovered burial ground. In this place restless spirits hold the secrets not
only of past injustice but of a very real and very contemporary conspiracy with
deadly designs on the city’s women—including Leslie herself. By night Matt visits
her in dreams, warning her and offering clues to the truth, while by day she finds
herself helped by—and attracted to— his flesh-and-blood cousin Joe. Torn by her
feelings for both men, caught between the worlds of the living and the dead, Leslie
struggles against the encroaching danger that threatens to overcome her. As she
is drawn closer to the darkness at the heart of Hastings House, she must ultimately
face the power of an evil mind, alone in a place where not even the men she loves
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can save her. Originally published in 2007

Truly Devious
A haunting tale of apparitions, a cursed manor house, and two generations of
women determined to discover the truth, by the author of The Ghost Writer Sell the
Hall unseen; burn it to the ground and plow the earth with salt, if you will; but
never live there . . .” Constance Langton grows up in a household marked by
death, her father distant, her mother in perpetual mourning for Constance’s sister,
the child she lost.Desperate to coax her mother back to health, Constance takes
her to a séance: perhaps she will find comfort from beyond the grave. But the
meeting has tragic consequences. Constance is left alone, her only legacy a
mysterious bequest that will blight her life.So begins The Séance, John Harwood’s
brilliant second novel, a gripping, dark mystery set in late-Victorian England.It is a
world of apparitions, of disappearances and unnatural phenomena, of betrayal and
blackmail and black-hearted villains—and murder. For Constance’s bequest comes
in two parts: a house and a mystery. Years before, a family disappeared
atWraxford Hall, a decaying mansion in the English countryside with a sinister
reputation.Now the Hall belongs to Constance. And she must descend into the
darkness at the heart of theWraxford Mystery to find the truth, even at the cost of
her life.

The Betrayed
Classic paranormal romantic suspense from the queen of the genre, New York
Times bestselling author Heather Graham. One night, desperate for money to
support her grandfather, Jessy Sparhawk places the bet that will change her life
forever. Just as she’s collecting her winnings, a man stumbles through the crowd, a
knife protruding from his back, and crashes into her, pinning her to the table. Hired
to investigate the murder, private detective Dillon Wolf finds himself fascinated by
the gorgeous redhead who’d been trapped beneath the victim—and by the single
word the dying man had whispered in her ear. Indigo. One murder leads to another
as Dillon and Jessy realize that the nightmare is only just beginning—and that the
dead still have a hand left to play. Originally published in 2009

The Presence
In her velvet-curtained railroad car parlor, fortune-teller Sophie Madrigal tells the
fortunes of the curious--including Gabriel Caine, a bounty hunter on the trail of a
murderer. When Gabriel offers his palm, Sophie feels compelled to reveal
everything--almost. What Sophie does not divulge is that she, too, appears in his
future and discovers the magic of love.

When Next We Love
Be thrilled again by this classic paranormal romantic suspense by New York Times
bestselling author Heather Graham. Chloe Marin was lucky. She was just a
teenager when a beachside party mansion turned into a bloodbath. According to
authorities, the killers were later found dead in the swamp. Chloe’s not so sure.
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Ten years later, as a psychologist consulting with the cops, she gets drawn in to
the disappearance of a swimsuit model. Everyone assumes the girl ran off for some
fun in the sun—everyone but Chloe, who’s been visited by the model’s ghost.
Someone else is interested in the dead girl: Luke Cane, a P.I. investigating the
disappearance for her father. Chloe and Luke barely trust one another, but they
agree on the important things—they will bend the law to catch these killers, and
there is an undeniable attraction between them. When another mass murder
occurs, Chloe’s beginning to think her presence is no longer a coincidence…
Originally published in 2010

Phantom Evil
www.TheOriginalHeatherGraham.com Between the evil and the deep blue sea… A
historic cruise ship, a haunted ship, the Celtic American Line's Destiny, sets sail
from the Port of New Orleans—with a killer on board. He's known as the Archangel
Killer because of the way he displays his victims in churches. And how he places a
different saint's medallion on each body. No one knows exactly who he is or why
he's doing this. Jackson Crow—head of the FBI's Krewe of Hunters, a special unit of
paranormal investigators—is assigned to the case, along with local agent Jude
McCoy. Then Alexi Cromwell, who works in the ship's piano bar, is drawn into the
situation when a victim's ghost appears to her—and to Jude. She and Jude share an
attraction, and not just because of their mutual talent. There are many suspects,
but one by one they're ruled out… Or are they? In the end, Jude and Alexi have to
rely on each other to catch the killer and escape his evil plans for Alexi.

The Death Dealer
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Heather Graham comes a
new story in her Krewe of Hunters series… When you're looking for the victim of a
mysterious murder in a theater, there is nothing like calling on a dead diva for
help! Krewe members must find the victim if they're to discover the identity of a
murderer at large, one more than willing to kill the performers when he doesn't like
the show. It's Halloween at the Global Tower Theatre, a fantastic and historic
theater owned by Adam Harrison and run by spouses of Krewe members. During a
special performance, a strange actor makes an appearance in the middle of the
show, warning of dire events if his murder is not solved before another holiday rolls
around. Dakota McCoy and Brodie McFadden dive into the mystery. Both have a
special talent for dealing with ghosts, but this one is proving elusive. With the help
of Brodie’s diva mother and his ever-patient father – who were killed together
when a stage chandelier fell upon them – Dakota and Brodie set out to solve the
case. If they can't solve the murder quickly, there will be no Thanksgiving for the
Krewe . . . **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a standalone story. For new readers,
it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for fans, it’s a bonus book in the
author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much as we do.**

The Killing Edge
A CALL FROM BEYOND… When Kristi Stewart inherits a property in the old part of
Savannah, she knows it comes with stories of hauntings. But she doesn’t believe in
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ghosts, even while she runs seances for the guests of McLane House Bed-andBreakfast. Until the inexplicable midnight appearance of one of her infamous
ancestors. Terrified, she flees into the night—and right into the arms of Dallas
Wicker. Dallas is trying to uncover the truth about a colleague who died under
suspicious circumstances. As strange happenings continue to plague Kristi’s home,
it is soon clear that there’s a very living threat in the neighborhood—several
people have disappeared without a trace. Dallas can’t find any connection between
the victims, but someone wanted them gone, and it might be linked to the history
of McLane House. And that means Kristi should be very afraid.

Harrison Investigation Series Volume 3
Rediscover the Bone Island trilogy, a thrilling suspense series from New York Times
bestselling author Heather Graham. There are those who walk among us who are
no longer alive, but not yet crossed over. They seek retribution…vengeance…to
warn. Among the living, few intuit their presence. Katie O’Hara is one who can. As
she’s drawn deeper and deeper into a gruesome years-old murder, whispered
warnings from a spectral friend become more and more insistent. But Katie must
uncover the truth: could David Beckett really be guilty of his fiancée’s murder?
Worse—the body count’s rising on the Island of Bones, and the dead seem to be
reenacting some macabre tableaux from history. The danger is increasing by the
moment—especially as Katie finds herself irresistibly drawn to David, who may be
responsible for more than just one killing… Originally published in 2010

Nightwalker
Revisit the misty hills of Scotland, where there might be ghosts and there’s
certainly a killer, in this thrilling tale of romantic suspense from New York Times
bestselling author Heather Graham. It seemed like the ultimate moneymaking
plan—buy an ancient, run-down Scottish castle and turn it into a tourist
destination. Toni Fraser and her friends intend to put on reenactments combining
fact and fiction, local history, murder and an imaginary laird named Bruce
MacNiall. But then someone arrives, claiming to actually be Laird MacNiall—a tall,
dark, formidable Scot somehow familiar to Toni—just as the bodies of young
women are found, dumped and forgotten in the nearby town. How is it possible this
laird exists? Toni invented Bruce MacNiall for the performance…yet sinister, lifelike
dreams suggest he’s connected to the recent deaths. Bruce claims he wants to
help catch the murderer. But even if she wants to, can Toni trust him when her
visions seem to be coming from within the very eyes of the killer himself?
Originally published in 2004

Between Roc and a Hard Place
New York Times bestselling author Maureen Johnson weaves a delicate tale of
murder and mystery in the first book of a striking new series, perfect for fans of
Agatha Christie and E. Lockhart. Ellingham Academy is a famous private school in
Vermont for the brightest thinkers, inventors, and artists. It was founded by Albert
Ellingham, an early twentieth century tycoon, who wanted to make a wonderful
place full of riddles, twisting pathways, and gardens. “A place,” he said, “where
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learning is a game.” Shortly after the school opened, his wife and daughter were
kidnapped. The only real clue was a mocking riddle listing methods of murder,
signed with the frightening pseudonym “Truly, Devious.” It became one of the
great unsolved crimes of American history. True-crime aficionado Stevie Bell is set
to begin her first year at Ellingham Academy, and she has an ambitious plan: She
will solve this cold case. That is, she will solve the case when she gets a grip on her
demanding new school life and her housemates: the inventor, the novelist, the
actor, the artist, and the jokester. But something strange is happening. Truly
Devious makes a surprise return, and death revisits Ellingham Academy. The past
has crawled out of its grave. Someone has gotten away with murder. The two
interwoven mysteries of this first book in the Truly Devious series dovetail
brilliantly, and Stevie Bell will continue her relentless quest for the murderers in
books two and three. Publishers Weekly Best Books of 2018 * Junior Library Guild
Selection * 2019 YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults Nomination * 2019 ALA's Best
Fiction for Young Adults Nomination * Chicago Public Library Best of the Best Books
2018 * Goodreads Choice Award Nominee for Young Adult Fiction 2018 * 2018
Nerdy Book Club Young Adult Winner * Seventeen Best YA Book of 2018 * Lincoln
Award Nominee * 2020-2021 South Carolina Book Awards Nominee * 2020
Pennsylvania Young Readers' Choice Award Winner

Haunted Be the Holidays: A Krewe of Hunters Novella
The exciting prequel to the Witches of East End series from Blue Bloods author,
Melissa de la Cruz.

The Night Is Alive
They have the power to hold you spellbound, to captivate your senses, and to keep
you forever in their control. Forever enthralled… #1 New York Times bestselling
author Lora Leigh returns to her sensual world of the Breeds…as one stubborn
Breed meets her match, and can no longer deny her mate—or the fierce desires of
her own heart. New York Times bestselling author Alyssa Day introduces the
League of the Black Swan…and the dangerous game one woman plays when her
family’s curse dooms her to kill the man she loves. New York Times bestselling
author Meljean Brook delivers a new story in her steampunk world of the Iron
Seas…as a man who’s lost everything returns home to find that not only is his
marriage in jeopardy, but he must now fight air pirates who intend to steal his one
remaining treasure—his wife. And Lucy Monroe, national bestselling author of the
Children of the Moon novels…unleashes the feral passions of a werewolf on the
body, mind, and soul of his prey, his lover, his lifemate.

The Viking's Woman
Before the Krewe of Hunters, there was Harrison Investigations. Be thrilled by this
classic paranormal romantic suspense by the queen of the genre, New York Times
bestselling author Heather Graham. When Sarah McKinley is finally able to buy and
restore the historic Florida mansion that she has always loved, she dismisses the
horror stories of past residents vanishing and a long-dead housekeeper who
practiced black magic. Then, in the midst of renovations, she makes a grim
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discovery. Hidden within the walls of Sarah’s dream house are the remains of
dozens of bodies—some dating back over a century. The door to the past is blown
wide open when Caleb Anderson, a private investigator, shows up at the mansion.
He believes several current missing-persons cases are linked to the house and its
dark past. Working together to find the connection and stop a contemporary killer,
Sarah and Caleb are compelled to research the history of the haunted house,
growing closer to each other even as the solution to the murders eludes them. But
there is one who knows the truth…a spirit who follows every move they make.
Soon Caleb begins to fear that if he can’t stay a step ahead, he could lose Sarah to
a killer with an ability to transcend time in a quest for blood and sacrifice.
Originally published in 2009

Haunted
Go back to where it all began! Before the Krewe of Hunters, there was Harrison
Investigations. Available for the first time in a value box set, the first three stories
in the series—thrilling paranormal romantic suspense from New York Times
bestselling author Heather Graham. HAUNTED Matt Stone doesn’t believe in
ghosts. Although his home, a historic Virginia estate that dates back to the
Revolutionary War, has seen some strange happenings lately. Pressured to get at
the truth, he agrees to let Harrison Investigations explore. But he isn’t ready for
beautiful, intriguing Darcy Tremayne, or the skeletons she’s about to discover.
Because it’s much more than a simple mystery from the distant past—Melody
House holds a very real and lethal danger, one that will cast Darcy into a struggle
against the worlds of both the living and the dead. GHOST WALK As manager of a
successful New Orleans haunted-tour company, Nikki DuMonde doesn’t scare
easily. So a visit frin one of her employees in the middle of the night doesn’t faze
her, until she learns the woman brutally murdered—at the exact time Nikki swears
she was in her room. No one believes her except for Brent Blackhawk, a
paranormal investigator desperately trying to forget his tragic past. When he
realizes ghosts are trying to reach out to Nikki, he knows that she, too, must listen
to the dead…if she wants to keep living. THE VISION It seems like any other
salvage dive—until Genevieve Wallace sees a vision of a dead woman in the water.
A dead woman who opens her eyes and looks directly at her… But no one,
including her diving partner Thor Thompson, believes her. Then a body washes up
on shore, and everyone assumes this is what Genevieve saw. But she knows it’s
definitely not the ghost she encountered, but another victim of the same brutal
killer. With the threat of death is coming closer, she and Thor somehow have to
link a violent past with a present-day mystery…because if they don’t, the power of
death will possess them, too.

Harrison Investigation Series Volume 1/Haunted/Ghost
Walk/The Vis
Rediscover the Bone Island trilogy, a thrilling series of haunted suspense by New
York Times bestselling author Heather Graham. A slasher movie turns real when
two young actors are brutally murdered on a remote island film set. Their severed
heads and arms are posed in macabre homage to a nineteenth-century pirate
massacre. Two years later, survivor Vanessa Loren is drawn back to South Bimini
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by a documentary being made about the storied region. Filmmaker Sean O’Hara
aches to see how the unsolved crime haunts her…and Sean knows more than a
little about ghosts. Lured by visions of a spectral figurehead, Vanessa discovers
authentic pirate treasures that only deepen the mystery. Are the murders the work
of modern-day marauders, the Bermuda Triangle or a deadly paranormal echo of
the island’s violent history? As Vanessa and Sean grow closer, the killer prepares
to resume the slaughter…unless the dead can intervene. Originally published in
2010
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